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The Anniversary BBQ event held in Grafton was again a huge
success. After a rousing afternoon of intense competition the
Probus group were fed a great meal of burgers, corn, chicken
and great desserts.
Results: 1st: Bill Hubers, Louise Varga, Trish Riddell
2nd: Carol Lawless, Rick Morrison, June Collins
Most Honest: Mary Potter, Joan Greer, Linda Liversage,
Debbie Bedford
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Carol Dewey thanks Ted Devonshire, long time
member of the Barbershop Harmony Society, for
his entertaining and informative presentation on
barbershop singing. Ted showed us some fantastic
videos of championship choruses from international competitions. Ted will be returning for the
second meeting in September and this time will be
bringing a quartet to entertain us during the elections.

September 5th: Cookbook Authors
September 19th: Elections &
barbershop Quartet
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Bridge Club 2 and Euchre will be starting up in
September. Dates and locations TBA
Lunch Bunch September get together TBA
Drinks & Appies next gatherings will be October,
and December. If you would like to Host one of
these please see Gloria Ashcroft at the break…
remember the actual date and hours are at the
Host’s discretion.
Park Playhouse Theatre is presenting Broadway,
for 3 performances. Carole Stock will have tickets
for the September 21st Opening Night at the September 5th meeting. Price will be around $18, all
taxes, service charges included and don’t forget the
Oasis and other restaurants are offering a 15% off
with your ticket purchase.
October 5th Car Rally is coming up fast! Tickets
are on Sale for $25 today at the break. Please see
Lynda Liversage to sign up and buy your tickets.
If you would prefer not to drive, or have space in
your car and would like others to join you…gather
near the Car Rally sign-up location to organize
with each other.
Probus Involvement
Please see Brenda or Sharon O’Connor at the break
if you would like to be involved in organizing, or
running, one of the Probus social activities.

Thanks from the editor
This edition of the newsletter has many photos of
the club’s activities during June, July and August.
I really appreciate the photo submissions from the
members. It makes the newsletter a more accurate
and interesting publication. In addition to regular
photo journalist Vera Kalisz, this month’s edition
contains photos from Mary Potter, Kathy Maclean,
and Bob Robertson.
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The View from Here
It’s hard to believe that it’s September already. It has been a
very busy summer and we had a
lot of fun. I hope you all have
had great time.
I have missed the meetings, talking to all of you and hearing
about what is going on in your
lives. We run into each other in town once in a
while, which is very nice, but to have time set aside
just for us is great and I guess the whole idea behind Probus.
We had a very hot day for the Garden Tour but
everyone seems to have enjoyed it. We had some
very thirsty people show up after their tour of
Wicklow Way. I want to thank Mary Potter and
Larry Langdon for a great day. We all appreciate
the work that went into organising the event.
The Annual BBQ committee also did a great job as
well. We had such a perfect day for it. For some
reason the people overseeing the games just wouldn’t let me use my pull as president to cheat a little.
They were all watching me like a hawk. Congratulations to the team who won and to all who won
prizes.
Next year’s BBQ will be a celebration of our 10
year anniversary as a club. If any of you have any
memorabilia or photos we would love to include
them in our historical records. Please bring them in
and give them to anyone on the management team.
The elections are coming up and we still don’t
have anyone to stand for Vice President or Spring
Secretary. A club can only function well if its
members are willing to step up and help out with
the organization. Please think about getting involved and let any management team member
know you are willing to put your name forward. It
can be a lot of fun and you get to know people a lot
better.
Diane

Norma Ingram discovers the difficulty in tossing a
small ring into the can. However we can see she is
enjoying the challenge. Thanks to a great job by
the committee everyone had a fabulous time. All
who participated in this wonderful activity offer a
high five to those who worked so hard for the club.
Many thanks to : Sharon O’Connor, Daphne King,
Bill King, Donna Heenan, Cheryl Brackenbury,
Roberta Armstrong, Bryan Armstrong, Mary
Houston, Judy Johnson, Linda Mitchell, Peter
Brady, Carol Dewey. (apologies to any members
of the committee omitted from this list )
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President Diane Morrison welcomed Stan Muir (above) June 20th and Bill Govan
and Debbie Bedford (below) June 6th
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The tour inspects the gardens at Wicklow Way

Linda Sedgwick’s Sharpe’s garden offers
three lovely places to lounge

Elaina of Wicklow Way explains how she
bakes bread in her new outdoor oven
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Probus members survey the amazing flowers in the
gorgeous garden of Doug and Ann Closs.

The beautiful, colourful front entrance to the
home and garden of Diane and Rick Morrison.

Brenda Carter compares her flowery top to the container flowers on display
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Israel Then and Now
The majority
of us who were
ed ucat ed
in
North America
or Europe possess a JudaeoChristian
cultural
background.
Most
will
remember
John Winkworth presented an inBible
History
formative presentation on Israel
stories
from
Sunday School or religion classes in regular
school. Who can forget the wild, white haired beleaguered Abraham with his knife in the air and his
son, Isaac, lying on the sacrificial altar? (A more
careful look shows the angel’s last minute reprieve.)Many may have glanced each day at the
picture of Jesus with little children happily surrounding him. Even great writers such as Shakespeare alluded to Bible stories: MacDuff in Hamlet
‘Now is the time of help” (Ps. 46:1) and Portia in
Merchant of Venice ‘droppeth as the gentle
rain….Upon the place beneath”(Matt. 5:45) are
two such examples. When John and Dixie Winkworth traveled to Israel, they found a new, modern
state. John told us that we must accept Israel as the
nation it is today. However, the Bible History stories learned in childhood can intermix in the minds
and hearts of intrepid tourists who venture to the
‘Promised Land’ in the 21st century. The once-in-alifetime vacation the Winkworths enjoyed in Israel
was preserved in the slideshow John shared with
his Probus audience.
The arrival site was the very modern Ben
Gurion airport, near Tel Aviv. This impressive city
glistened with cleanliness throughout the recently
built core, on the beach and at the marinas. Just a
little south, in Jaffa, the narrow, cobbled streets
invited wandering. The Winkworths came upon the
fabled arched door of the house of Simon Peter,
where the apostle is said to have performed a miracle on the roof.
Further north, in Caesarea, a Roman amphitheatre had been revealed; the touring group was
regaled with stories of gladiator games. Pontius
Pilate and Herod, in all their regal glory, were
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likely to have watched the fighting here. In Haifa,
‘the capitol of the north’, the day included walking
up Mt.Carmel; the reward was a magnificent view
of the glorious gardens and the golden dome of
the Baha’i Centre. In Nazareth, they visited the Basilica of the Annunciation which contains an inside
archway that leads to the supposed place where
Mary was informed by Archangel Gabriel that she
would be the mother of God.
At the Sea of Galilee (700ft. below sea level!)
one can take a boat ride. This area’s museum offers a look at a 1st. century fishing boat that provides an example of the boat Jesus fished from
with his apostles. In Bethlehem, all visitors must
enter through an armed gate. Here one finds a cave
that could have been the one where “shepherds
watched”. Nearby is found a very short door; visitors must bend down to enter: the treasure inside is
a star marking the spot where baby Jesus was
placed in the manger!
Jerusalem’s Temple Mount, so close to Biblical history, is built to the 3,000 year old specifications of King David. The Mount of Olives and
Gethsemane lure the visitors to streets so narrow
that one touches the vending stalls on either side.
So it would have been in ancient times. Again the
modern abuts the ancient, because in this area is
found the impressive and massive Holocaust Museum. Another ancient site, the Wailing Wall, joins
old memories with new ideas because it is still in
use. The visitors and the locals write prayers on
scraps of paper and insert their missives into crevices in the wall. Nearby one encounters the Garden
Tomb, where a rock can be rolled away to allow
entrance into serene gardens. Once inside, Golgotha can be viewed. Passing time at the edge of
the Dead Sea causes one to ponder and be amazed
that this body of water is the lowest place on earth!
I also contains one sixth more salinity than any
other sea.
John’s presentation shared more than pictures
and facts. He also projected their group’s experience of awe. We understood and some felt the tingling in the spine that accompanies a visit to a sacred or an historic place. With words and slides
John has shared with us the gift of knowledge and
appreciation for it.
Jill Mills
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Bringing Them Down to the Water
Sports have changed and for that matter so
have the athletes. It no longer remains the indulgence of couch potato Sunday afternoons watching
highly paid huge men pound each other in pursuit of
an elliptical pig skin. It has ceased to be just the pursuit of an elite group leaving the rest of us passive
watchers. It has emerged as an integral part of a
healthy lifestyle choice for everyone. And as with a
lot of good things, it is becoming part of a school
program. Jerry Fowler, a teacher, at the C.D.C.I.
East, is a pioneer in getting “young people who
might have difficulty in other sports” involved in
canoeing and dragon boating both at the competitive
and recreational levels.
Still the idea of “going down to the water”
did not begin with him. Dragon boating in this area
began in 1999 with a group of women cancer survivors who called themselves “Survivor Thrivers” led
by Dorothy Hampstead, who had taken up the sport
as part of their recovery process. Jerry read about it
and decided to volunteer and help. The interest
these women stirred up led to other people taking up
the sport. “Dragonnettes” a mixed team of men and
women started up in 2000. Soon other groups
formed: women’s and two mixed recreational
groups started practicing, the United Way formed a
20 paddler dragon boat, and competitions become a
regular part of the United Way Campaign raising
over $40,000 over the last ten years making it “the
biggest single event for the charity”.
Under Jerry’s leadership programs were developed using other craft: kayaks, racing canoes,
and outrigger canoes. A Disabled Athlete program
teaching paraplegics how to use canoes and kayaks
has been put in place. A program to get those with
intellectual disabilities is on the agenda. Now there
is a winter program at the Y pool. The strength of
these programs is shown in that a team from Cobourg qualified in the two person kayak for the Ontario Championship.
Of course all this activity, Jerry says, “has
brought a lot of good will to Cobourg”. He points
out the boats are very expensive. The best boats are
made in Germany costing as much as $17, 000.
There are boats made in Peterborough that sell or
less but they are not as good. Jerry maintains,
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“Sports used to be all about winning but this one is
about participation.” The community has come to
recognize this fact and has come its aid responding
to the need in kind.
Julius Varga

Jerry Fowler, dressed for the beach, addresses
the Northshore Probus Club
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War of 1812—Cobourg Style
Chris Robbins, the head of the History Department at ‘Cobourg West’ wears a dark navy woolen
jacket when it is “90 degrees in the shade”. Why?
This enthusiastic History teacher animates his lessons; he and his students reenact various battles of
the war of 1812. Reenactments require the participants to be dressed for the occasion. The uniforms
the actors wear are close replicas of
those of the American soldiers and
the Canadian Militia; these garments
were woven woolens. “Being a militia they would have worn whatever
clothes they had…somber colours
would have been the norm”.1
As with any outdoor activities
undertaken with student groups,
many obstacles must be overcome by
the teacher. In Mr. Robbins’ case, he
would initially, have had to secure the
uniforms, (by asking for volunteers to
sew/alter them), organize the
‘sizing’ (hoping that whatever is
available will fit the kids who will be
wearing them), hoping for supporting
volunteers for washing them after
each use in time for the next performance. Parents often help out. Chris
would be the caretaker of the props
he and his students require for authenticity: the late
19th century muskets must be cleaned and kept dry
(in this case basic maintenance of the muskets is also
a teaching opportunity).The suede pouches in which
the actors carry the carefully paper wrapped wads of
gunpowder and tinder matches allows for lessons of
careful approaches to dangerous materials, while also
supplying that which is needed for realistic musket
shots. The busy History teacher would also have to
arrange for transportation of his student Militia to the
many battlefields in southern Ontario and northern
United States where the enactments take place.
Morrisburg, Fort Erie, Kingston, Niagara region,
Michigan fields and the Cobourg beach are some of
the venues for the group’s enactments. I have
watched them at the Beach during the Waterfront
Festival; I saw them recently at the opening of the
newly refurbished Sifton-Cook Heritage Centre.
Many war enactment groups put on two dozen per-
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formances per year. One much looked forward to is
“Flight of the Royal George”, a bicentennial event in
Bath. Besides the fighting in a field, Chris’ group has
also made amphibious landings (this activity adds
seasickness to the dangers) and conducted fights in
the streets of small towns (no bodies on the ground
for this venue to avoid the danger of being run
over!).They have also endured rain, fog, mud and the
smoke from the muskets firing, but
still managed to delight the multitudes in their audiences.
Teaching and learning opportunities aside, it is most interesting to
realize that the teacher and the students are having fun during the enactments. They speak of choosing a
shady area rather than a sunny one
to ‘die’ on the ground from a musket ball. They enjoy the joke of rising up again to create the appearance of more fighters than they
really have. They sometimes have a
chance to ‘spook’ an unsuspecting
person in a store or at a gas station.
They have all learned dances from
the early 19th century and enjoy attending the evening balls. Of
course, the students from Cobourg
meet the students from all the other
venues— life lessons built into most extracurricular
activities.
For many years Cobourg students have chosen
to enact the history of 200 years ago, thanks to Chris
Robbins .Currently, with two sons acting out the trials and tribulations of American soldiers’ lives and
his wife (also in period costume), taking on the realistic role of photographer of the battles, he has his
own family regiment.
Jill Mills
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